
Starting the Planning
Process for a Major IT
Project



Are your once cutting-edge
desktop machines now outdated,
cumbersome, and sluggish? Don't
let them obstruct your workplace
any longer. It's time to customise
your system for optimal
performance. In today's
interconnected world, seamless
communication between systems is
vital, and that's where we can help.
At Pisys, we understand that
transforming your IT infrastructure
requires careful planning. Rushing
into a decision can lead to long-term
complications. If you're considering
discontinuing your current systems
and embracing the latest
technology, we're here to guide you
through the process. 

Our comprehensive guide is
designed to be your ally in this
journey. It offers expert insights on
determining your specific
requirements, identifying key
stakeholders, exploring often
overlooked aspects, and
establishing a solid starting point. 

With our assistance, you can make
informed decisions and embark on
a successful IT project.

Don't let outdated systems hold
you back. Contact Pisys today and
take the first step towards a
transformative IT infrastructure.

Let's plan for the future together.

Consider how technology may change in the coming years, and what
you may need to adapt to stay competitive.

Involve all stakeholders, not just IT staff, to ensure the new system meets
the entire business's needs. Stay realistic and address small details that can
become significant issues. Consider an independent consultant for an
impartial perspective and accurate needs assessment.

At Pisys, we specialise in strategic IT project planning. Let us guide you in
envisioning a future-proof infrastructure, involving stakeholders, and
addressing critical details. Contact us for expert IT project planning, an
impartial perspective to help you define your needs accurately.

From Sluggish to Swift: Unleashing the
Potential of Modern Technology



Subscription rather than a large upfront cost.

Unlock new possibilities by considering the cloud for
your IT project planning. Embrace the subscription
model to replace large upfront costs, providing flexibility
for businesses with varying needs or limited budgets. 

SaaS and PaaS have become industry standards, freeing
businesses from the complexities of in-house system
management. However, this shift demands a fresh
perspective on security and processes. Evaluate team
communication, collaboration efficiency, seamless access
to information, and robust data protection.

At Pisys, we specialise in leveraging cloud solutions for
effective IT project planning. Let us guide you in
harnessing the potential of the cloud, optimising
security measures, and streamlining your processes.

Break free from limitations and explore technology-driven changes to
optimise workflows. It's not just an upgrade; it's a chance to reimagine
your operations for long-term success.

At Pisys, we specialise in strategic IT project planning to drive business
transformation. Let us guide you in finding the ideal solution that aligns
with your future goals. Unleash innovation and achieve sustained growth.

Harnessing the Power of Cloud in 
IT Project Planning

Ensure the longevity of your business beyond your direct involvement

through strategic IT project planning. Imagine the scenario where your

absence could disrupt operations. To establish stability and long-term

success, implement systems and workflows that can function independently.

By prioritising IT project planning, you can secure your business's future,

even with limited day-to-day involvement. Create robust frameworks that

promote continuity and reduce reliance on individual contributions.



In IT project planning, businesses often lean towards excessive

infrastructure customisation. While tailored solutions are necessary for

some organisations, others risk complexity by integrating new systems

with familiar practices. Embracing the latest solutions can enhance

productivity, but flexibility in working methods is crucial for optimal

outcomes.

This presents an opportunity to incorporate logical process improvements.

Documenting every step not only saves time and resources but also

establishes a foundation for efficient employee training. Find the right

balance between customisation and efficiency through strategic IT project

planning. 

The market offers a vast array of
possibilities, and the rise of SaaS
(Software as a Service) has further
amplified the choices, making it
daunting to find the perfect
solution. This is where expert
advice and leveraging your
network contacts become
invaluable. Seek recommendations
and consult knowledgeable IT
professionals to guide your
decision-making process.

When evaluating options, consider
factors like support level, regular
software updates, and seamless
system integration. Many software
solutions offer free trial periods,
allowing you to test their
functionality and gauge the level 

 of support and communication
provided before making a long-
term commitment. This step is
crucial as it helps you avoid the
frustration of employing
inefficient workarounds that bring
you back to square one.

At Pisys, we specialise in providing
expert guidance for IT project
planning. Let us help you navigate
the abundance of options and find
the ideal solution tailored to your
business needs.

Navigating the Abundance of Options:
Expert Advice in IT Project Planning



When selecting an IT project provider for your IT project, finding someone
experienced with businesses of similar size is paramount. Customisation
and personalisation should be understood and aligned with your overall
requirements.

Equally important is the comfort level in working with the provider. While
every provider claims excellence, diverse approaches exist for the same
challenges. Thus, exploring all options, establishing rapport, and
requesting client references are crucial steps.

Exceptional results from the provider may pave the way for a long-term
partnership. Conversely, if expectations are unmet, re-engagement
becomes unlikely.

I would recommend Pisys 

for all your IT needs.

I have utilised Pisys on several occasions for our business,

including support with hardware and cloud migration. Each

time, they have assisted in finding the best prices and

managed the entire process efficiently. When we migrated,

the process ran smoothly. On all occasions a project

manager followed up to ensure successful delivery of the

projects.

DEWI 
DEVELOPMENT



Unlock Your Staff's Potential
with Pisys eCampus: Bite-sized,
Engaging Video Content

Pisys eCampus offers up-to-date,
captivating video content to
unleash the full potential of your
staff. 

Our 3-minute videos, accessible at
your employees' desks, cover
topics like cyber security, remote
working, mental health, Microsoft
365, Teams, SharePoint, Excel and
more. 

We also provide courses on selling
skills, mindfulness, success
strategies, leadership, and
customer service. 

No more lengthy and boring online
courses. Our short videos get
straight to the point, making
learning easy and efficient. Pisys
eCampus is the coolest, quickest,
and smartest way for your team to
acquire new skills. 

Ask your Account Manager for
access to Pisys eCampus or call
01792 464748.

Streamlining Data Migration and Training: Essential Steps for
Successful IT Project Planning

In IT project planning, developing a comprehensive plan for data migration
is vital. Transferring existing data requires more than a simple
export/import process. Ensuring up-to-date backups and establishing an
emergency roll-back plan are crucial to handle potential implementation
issues and maintain operational continuity.

Creating a detailed plan for both implementation and training is equally
important. Conducting comprehensive training sessions on new
applications helps employees understand the rationale behind the change. 
Overcoming resistance to new work methods is common. Options like on-
site trainers or online sessions such as video calls and interactive training
courses can facilitate seamless adaptation.

At Pisys, we specialise in seamless data migration and comprehensive
training strategies for successful IT project planning.



Reach out to Pisys for professional guidance if you're contemplating an 
IT project. Our expertise spans numerous areas, and we offer a variety of
solutions.

Furthermore, if we determine that you require a specialist who isn't part of
our team, we have access to a vast network of experts, and we can
introduce you to individuals who can provide the best outcome for your
needs.

Contact us today to get started.

Call: 01792 464748  
Email: hello@pisys.net
Website: www.pisys.net

 Your Partner for Professional Guidance


